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How would alchemy nine know that she could make such a big fuss just by refining a simple pill? 

 

Therefore, this fellow kept stuffing medicinal herbs into the heaven and earth universal furnace. In any 

case, there would be ready-made pills coming out soon. It was simply too convenient, wasn’t it? ! 

 

This fellow did not idle around either. He took advantage of this time to start drawing talismans. The 

more the better. Who knows when it might come in handy. 

 

This fellow was acting like a demon below. The upper echelons of the primordial chaos sect were so 

worried that their hair was almost turning white. 

 

However, good news did not go out, but bad news spread far and wide. When the Primordial Chaos 

Sect’s arch-enemy, the killing Origin sect, heard about this, it was simply a celebration for the entire 

sect. It was almost as if they were beating drums and gongs to send their master xiahou over to see the 

joke of the primordial chaos sect. 

 

Master Xiahou of the killing Origin sect came to visit in a high-profile manner. Although Master Baili was 

in a terrible state right now, he could only pretend to be indifferent and nothing happened to him to 

deal with him. 

 

“TSK TSK, master baili, the Spiritual Qi of your primordial chaos sect used to be quite dense. Why has it 

become so dull now? Could it be that something has happened?”Master Xiahou asked despite knowing 

the answer. 

 

Master Baili knew that the primordial killing sect had spies in the primordial chaos sect, so he did not 

hide it, he said with a faint smile, “Indeed, something has happened. However, before the matter is 

clear, it can’t be said to be a bad thing. Maybe it’s a good thing.” 

 

Master Xiahou thought to himself, what a stubborn duck! 



 

With a fake smile, he said, “Master Baili, at this time, don’t hang in there! “I am here to help you. I see 

that your primordial chaos sect’s spiritual essence will be exhausted sooner or later, and our two sects 

have a good relationship. Why Don’t we merge?” 

 

Master Baili took a sip of tea. “Merge? How Do you want to merge?” 

 

“Of course, your primordial chaos sect will be merged into our Shi Yuan sect. That way, you won’t have 

to be homeless.”. “Don’t worry. When the time comes, I’ll let you be the deputy sect master of our Shi 

Yuan sect,”master Xiahou said proudly. 

 

Master Baili couldn’t wait to slap the Teacup in his hand on Master Xiahou’s face, master Xiahou snorted 

coldly and said, “To take a step back, even if the spiritual Qi of the primordial chaos sect can’t be 

recovered, our primordial chaos sect will find another place. Master Xiahou, you don’t have to worry 

about it.” 

 

Master Xiahou curled his lips, “You really are a stubborn duckling, looking for another place?”? Other 

than the territory of our killing origin sect, how could the immortal essence continent be comparable to 

this place? Let me give you a piece of advice. Aren’t we cultivating for the Great Dao of longevity? Why 

bother with some minor details? Joining our killing Origin sect will only bring benefits and no harm.” 

 

Master Baili was already very troubled these few days. Now that Master Xiahou was making sarcastic 

remarks, one could imagine the degree of depression in his heart. 

 

Master Baili barely suppressed the urge to beat Master Xiahou up. “Master Xiahou, our primordial chaos 

sect appreciates your kindness. When something similar happens to your murderous origin sect, our 

primordial chaos sect will follow suit. I still have things to do, so I won’t stay any longer. Please!” 

 

“Humph! This kind of thing won’t happen to our murderous origin sect. If you ask me, your primordial 

chaos sect must have done something that angered the heavens. Otherwise, why would you be 

punished by the heavens?” 



 

“You! Xiahou Lin, don’t go too far! I have already tolerated you for a long time on account that you came 

from afar as a guest. Someone, send the guest out!”Master Baili could no longer maintain his cordial 

appearance, this Xiahou Lin was a piece of trash that deserved a beating. 

 


